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Gender versus sex 
⦙ “Sex” and “gender” are 

commonly used interchangeably, 
but social scientists (and 
increasingly others) draw a 
distinction


⦙ Sex tends to be physiologically 
defined 
Genome; hormones; genitalia; reproductive 
role; secondary characteristics


⦙ Gender based on roles, 
expectations, behavior 
Social aspects of the gendered division of 
society: 
Clothing; mannerisms; language; values; 
interests; …

Sex–gender link 
⦙ Sex and gender are closely 

linked, in particular (but certainly 
not exclusively) in Western 
societies


⦙ Children are most often gendered 
at the moment of birth, usually 
based on visual determination of 
their genitals 
Ambiguities often surgically “corrected” 
immediately after birth
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Sex ≠ sexuality 
⦙ Sexuality (e.g. sexual orientation, intercourse, 

etc.) is distinct from sex and gender.

Sexual dimorphism 
⦙ The physiological male–female dichotomy is 

an abstraction from biological sciences 
describing reproductive patterns of a species


⦙ Socially, sex determination is based on some 
subset of physiological characteristics: 
 
•Chromosomes •Hormones  
•Genitalia •Reproductive roles  
•Secondary sex characteristics

Binary sex assumptions 
⦙ Criteria assumed to be unambiguous 

Criteria assumed to be consistent (agree with 
each other)


⦙ These assumptions are incorrect
Illustration from the Pioneer Plaque 
sent into outer space by NASA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PPlaqueLarge.png
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
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Genitalia 
⦙ About one in 1,500–2,000 humans is born 

with ambiguous genitalia 
⦙ About one in 500–1,000 receive “corrective” 

surgery at birth

Chromosomes 
⦙ Many more than two possibilities (XX or XY) 
⦙ Frequently does not match lived experience

Hormone levels 
⦙ Arbitrary and contradictory

Secondary sex characteristics 
⦙ De facto standard of sex determination 
⦙ Also ambiguous

Reproductive role 
⦙ Many people cannot reproduce regardless of 

sex (e.g. children) 
⦙ Mutable

Untenability of binary sex

https://www.flickr.com/photos/89056228@N00/4896822030
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Intersex 
• “Intersex people are born with sex 

characteristics (including genitals, gonads and 
chromosome patterns) that do not fit typical 
binary notions of male or female bodies.” 
—United Nations Human Rights (https://www.unfe.org/)


• Intersex traits are diverse  
Natural variation in genitalia, hormones, chromosomes, …


• Endosex 
Term for non-intersex people 

• About 1–2% of people are born with intersex 
variations 
https://ihra.org.au/16601/intersex-numbers/


• Intersex ≠ transgender 
Can be transgender and endosex or cisgender and intersex


• The “I” in 2LGBTQIA+

https://www.unfe.org/
https://ihra.org.au/16601/intersex-numbers/
https://www.unfe.org/
https://ihra.org.au/16601/intersex-numbers/
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Gender is among the most overtly 
socialized institutions 

• “Primary cultural frame” (Cecilia Ridgeway) 
Frames allow us to negotiate situations in everyday interactions 
and relations


• Gender is present in virtually every domain 
Language, sexuality, employment, education, finance, … 

Gendered socialization of children  
• Begins very early, often before birth 

Gender reveal parties, nursery/clothing colors, names, … 

• By age three, most children can identify gender 
in photographs and engage in gendered play 
Gender identity based on clothing/behavior rather than sexual 
characteristics 

• Boy/girl divide present in children’s preferences, 
behavior, and social structures
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Gender role reinforcement in children 
• Toys and marketing

• Clothing and marketing 

• School dress codes

• Language used to talk to and about children 

“Boys will be boys” “sugar and spice” “pretty” “brave” 

• Media representations 
Disney princesses (eyes larger than wrists)

Image source: 
The Society Pages

https://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2013/12/17/help-my-eyeball-is-bigger-than-my-wrist-gender-dimorphism-in-frozen/
https://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2013/12/17/help-my-eyeball-is-bigger-than-my-wrist-gender-dimorphism-in-frozen/
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Gender role reinforcement in children 
• Toys and marketing

• Clothing and marketing 

• School dress codes

• Language used to talk to and about children 

“Boys will be boys” “sugar and spice” “pretty” “brave” 

• Media representations 
Disney princesses (eyes larger than wrists) 

Role modeling 
• Interactionist framework: children learn about 

gender roles by watching the behavior of others

• “…nearly half of all three- to six-year-old girls 

worry about being fat” 
Bloom, Lisa. “How to Talk to Little Girls.” Huffington Post (blog), June 22, 2011. https://
www.huffingtonpost.com/lisa-bloom/how-to-talk-to-little-gir_b_882510.html.
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Gender 
categories

Gendered 
expectations

Gender categories and gendered expectations 
mutually reinforce one another

Reflexivity of gendered socialization

Gender of others is 
assessed by the way 
they act or present 
themselves

The way people act, 
look, and present 
themselves is shaped 
by their gender 
identity

Gender categories are maintained by relying on gender 
distinctions to selectively enforce gendered 
presentation

“Doing gender”
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Image credit
Photo by kgroovy on flickr Photo by Sandra Gabriel 

on Unsplash 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kristinausk/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/89056228@N00/4896822030
https://unsplash.com/@sandragabriel?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/photos/8XKX_Pp55K0?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText

